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ASSESSMENT MATERIALS 

 

1.  Practice “Tiny Face” song in front of the class 

Ask the students to practice the song in front of the class to make sure that all of them have been 

memorizing the song. To make efficient time, ask them to practice the song in pairs then to stand face to 

face while they sing the song. After that, ask the students that have been practicing to choose the next 

students to practice and sing the song in front of the class, it will make them more familiar with their 

friend. 

The lyrics of “Tiny face” 

 

Two eyes 

Two ears 

One nose 

One mouth 

This teeth 

Eyebrow 

And hair in my head 

 

Gestures for “Tiny Face”  

 

First, make sure that all of your students stand 

up. 

After that, you must point at your face and 

use both hands.  

1.“Two eyes” point at your eyes 

2.”Two ears” point at your ears 

3.”One nose” point at your nose use one hand 

4.”This teeth” you have to smile and show 

your teeth and point at your teeth 

5.”Eyebrow” point at your eyebrow 

6.”and hair in my head” you can Touch your 

hair around your head and then form a chibi 

chibi cherrybelle motion 

 

 

 

2.  Play the game “stick me there” 

In this game you are supposed to prepare some learning media. The first one you have to prepare 2 plastic 

jars, both will be used to place lottery numbers and the other one will be used for part of the face's sticker. 

So every student must choose one card of lottery numbers then they have to open the lottery number 

together with their friends, after that they will go in front of the class to play “stick me there” based on the 

number that they got before on the lottery number. Next, the teacher will directly ask the student to stick 

the right part of face in the correct place of the face background. If the students can finish the game with 

a perfect answer they will get a star sticker and the teacher will give it to them and ask them to stick it into 

the cover of their book. 



 

3. Do match up the face part assessment 

In this section, you will share the print of the assessment. So, there will be a picture of the face and you 

tell your students to match every part of the face with the correct answer by mentioning the correct name 

of part of the face. 

https://www.k5learning.com/worksheets/science/grade-1-parts-face.pdf 

 

https://www.k5learning.com/worksheets/science/grade-1-parts-face.pdf


 


